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Gambling in America
Are states hooked on money from games?

G

ambling was once illegal and widely regarded as
immoral in most of the United States, but today
it is a popular pastime, a $90 billion industry and
an important source of revenue for state and local

governments and Indian tribes. Lotteries in 43 states and the District
of Columbia collectively generate $18 billion in revenue for state
and local governments. Commercial casinos contribute $8 billion,
while Indian tribes negotiate payments to states for permission to
operate casinos on tribal lands. Casino companies promise jobs,
economic development and other payoffs, but critics say the

Ka-ching! A slot machine pays off at the Aria Resort
and Casino in Las Vegas. Commercial and
Indian casinos in 38 states account for 65 percent of
the revenue from gambling. Lotteries
account for nearly 30 percent.

benefits are exaggerated and the social costs of gambling ignored.
Lottery advocates view the game as a politically palatable revenue
source, while critics warn against encouraging compulsive betting
by lower-income residents. The criticisms are having little impact,
and gambling may become more pervasive with the advent of
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legal online poker and other games.
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Gambling in America
BY KENNETH JOST

THE ISSUES

casinos operated by private
companies or Indian tribes
can be found in 38 states.
ega Millions fever
(See chart, p. 528.) And they,
was sweeping the
too, contribute to state ficountry when Merle
nances. Gaming revenues for
Butler stopped at a local
state and local governments
convenience store on the
from commercial casinos
evening of March 28 in his
amounted to $7.9 billion in
hometown of Red Bud, Ill.,
2011, according to the Amerand put down $3 for three
ican Gaming Association, the
chances at the biggest jacktrade association for the compot in U.S. lottery history. The
mercial casino industry. 4
retired computer analyst
The spread of lotteries
stuffed the ticket in his billand casinos attests to the drafold without even glancing at
matic change in Americans’
the randomly generated numattitudes toward gambling
bers on his Easy Pick entry.
since the mid-20th century. 5
Two days later, Butler was
Americans “like to gamble,”
watching TV with his wife
says Frank Fahrenkopf, the
Patricia when a newscast reassociation’s president and chief
ported the six numbers on
executive officer. Gross revenue
the winning entry: 02, 04, 23,
from all forms of gambling
Merle and Patricia Butler meet the press after accepting
38, 46 and the 23 Mega Ball.
amounted
to $89.3 billion in
their $218.7 million share of the $656 Mega Millions
After quickly jotting the
2009,
according
to Christiansen
jackpot on April 18, 2012, in Red Bud, Ill. For lawmakers
n u m b e r s d ow n , B u t l e r
Capital Advisors, a New Yorkand governors, gambling offers a revenue source more
politically palatable than new taxes. But gambling
pulled out the ticket to check
based gaming industry watchcritics say the social costs — including the consequences
— and, then, to double-check.
er. That represents a recessionof marketing an addictive product — are unacceptable.
“After I looked at it for a
related dip from the peak of
Lotteries were illegal in Illinois and $92.2 billion the year before. (See graph,
couple of minutes, I turned to my wife
. . . and says, ‘We won,’ ” Butler told a the rest of the country when Butler, p. 532.)
news conference three weeks later. “She 62, was coming of age in tiny Red Bud,
In the past, the love of gambling
kind of looked at me funny, and I says, 35 miles southeast of St. Louis. Today, — along with the hope of a winning
‘No, we won.’ And then she started gig- they are not only legal but officially number or a winning hand — was
gling, and she giggled for four hours.” 1 sponsored by 43 states and the Dis- kept in check by other social forces,
The Butlers were not alone in trict of Columbia. The vast majority of including moral or religious objections
their good fortune; they will share Americans play at least occasionally, and fear of the social costs for gamthe $656 million prize with winners many of them obsessively: An esti- blers and their families as well as soin Kansas and Maryland who — un- mated 100 million people bought tick- ciety at large. The moral objections
like in Illinois — do not have to be ets for the March 30 drawing. And the have receded in the face of advancpublicly identified under state law. The proceeds — about one-third of the ing secularization and growing libertotal take — help finance state and tarianism in the United States. ConButlers’ share is $218.7 million.
Nor are the Butlers and the other local governments, to the tune of ap- cerns about the social costs of gambling
winners alone in winning or sharing proximately $17.8 billion in 2011. 3
have diminished as social safety nets
Casino gambling was also illegal have been established and law ennine-figure jackpots in the 10-year history of the giant, 42-state lottery. Since throughout the United States for most forcement has improved.
its debut, Mega Millions has awarded of the 20th century except in Nevada,
The critical reason for gambling’s
nine-figure jackpots 49 times, accord- which turned Las Vegas into a gaming increased acceptance, however, has
ing to an unofficial count, including mecca for slot machines and table game been its role in providing revenue for
the previous record: $390 million shared players not only in the United States state governments. “There’s a high acbut from around the world. Today, ceptance rate of lotteries throughout
by two winners in March 2007. 2
www.megamillions.com
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Casinos Legal in Most States
Thirty-eight states have at least one of the three types of casinos now
in operation: commercial (land-based and riverboat) tribal and “racinos” (casinos at horse-racing tracks). Many states also allow card rooms
and electronic gaming devices. Nearly 60 percent of the commercial
casinos are in Nevada; a fourth of the tribal casinos are in Oklahoma.
Number of Casinos by Type and State, December 2011
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Texas
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total

Land-based
or riverboat
casino
0
0
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
10
11
15
2
14
0
1
3
0
30
12
0
0
256
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
35
0
0
1
0
0

Racetrack
casino

Tribal
casino

Card
room

0
0
0
0
0
0
3
5
0
0
2
3
0
4
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
9
0
0
2
0
6
2
0
0
0
4
0
0

3
2
25
70
2
2
0
8
8
0
0
1
4
3
0
0
24
38
3
1
13
6
3
0
22
7
2
10
114
9
0
0
11
1
34
0
29
4

0
0
0
89
0
0
0
24
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
288
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
114
0
0
0

Electronic
gaming
device
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,159
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,549
0
2,010
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,323
0
0
1,498
0
0
1,552
0
0

445

47

459

517

11,091

Source: “State of the States: The AGA Survey of Casino Entertainment,” American
Gaming Association, 2012, p. 4, www.americangaming.org/files/aga/uploads/
docs/sos/aga_sos_2012_web.pdf
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America,” says David Gale, executive
director of the North American Association of State and Provincial Lotteries,
in Geneva, Ohio. “Their primary role is
to generate the revenues for those programs and services that they have been
earmarked to support in the states.”
State-sponsored lotteries — the first
in the modern era was established in
1964 in New Hampshire — “seemed
to make other forms of gambling look
more acceptable,” wrote professors
Patrick A. Pierce and Donald E. Miller,
of St. Mary’s College, in Notre Dame,
Ind., in their book Gambling Politics.
“Once the state engaged in the business of sin, gambling lost part of its
stigma.” 6
Fahrenkopf similarly stresses the financial contributions that casino gambling makes to states through taxes as
well as economic development. “We’re
an industry that is taxed very, very
high,” Fahrenkopf says. Pennsylvania,
for example, takes 55 percent of the
proceeds from slot machines at the 10
casinos in the state; combined with a
16 percent tax on table game proceeds,
the state took in nearly $1.5 billion from
the casinos in 2011. 7
For lawmakers and governors, gambling offers a revenue source more
politically palatable than new taxes.
“It’s much easier to make an argument
for expanding gambling than it is for
increasing the income tax or sales tax,”
says Lucy Dadayan, a senior policy
analyst with the Rockefeller Institute
of Government at the State University of New York-Albany.
The role that gambling has come to
play in state government finance sits uncomfortably with those who worry about
its social costs. “It’s trite to say that state
governments have become addicted to
gambling, but it’s also true,” says Keith
Whyte, executive director of the National Council on Problem Gambling in
Washington, D.C.
“It’s a revenue source that is unsustainable,” says Les Bernal, executive director of the Washington-based

organization Stop Predatory Gambling.
“The only way you can increase
gambling revenues is for more and
more people to lose more and more
money.”
For most of the past decade, more
and more people were in fact losing
more money in lotteries and in both
commercial and tribal casinos. But the
economic recession hit the casino industry hard, according to Eugene
Christiansen, chairman of Christiansen
Capital Advisors. “The recession was really bad news because people started
reducing spending,” Christiansen says.
In addition, the freezing of credit markets hurt casino companies that had
taken on debt to upgrade and modernize facilities in an effort to attract
customers in the increasingly competitive market for entertainment dollars.
Today, Christiansen and Fahrenkopf
both say the gaming industry is on
the upswing again. “The good news
is that after a couple of very bad years,
things seem to have flattened out and
are on an uptick,” Fahrenkopf says.
Christiansen says the industry is experiencing “a weak recovery.”
Tribal casinos are also taking in more
money after experiencing a first-ever
drop in 2009, according to an annual
survey. The report, published by Casino City Press, a gaming industry research company, shows Indian casinos
with 44 percent of overall casino revenue in 2010, only slightly below the
45 percent share for commercial casinos. “Racinos,” which combine horserace tracks with casinos, account for
the remaining 11 percent. 8 (See sidebar on tribal casinos, p. 530.)
Overall, revenue from lotteries has
continued to increase, according to
Gale, in part because the number of
states offering lotteries has kept growing. Arkansas became the 43rd state
to sponsor a lottery in 2009.
Lotteries and casinos, however, may
be hard pressed to continue to grow,
according to industry experts. “Lotteries are maturing,” says Gale.

www.cqresearcher.com

Compulsive Gambling’s Warning Signs
The American Psychiatric Association has recognized pathological
gambling as a mental disorder since 1980. Symptoms listed in the
association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(the so-called DSM) include preoccupation with gambling, loss of
control and commission of crimes to try to recoup losses. Individuals
with at least one of the symptoms are defined as “problem gamblers.”

Symptoms of Pathological Gamblers
Preoccupation — Preoccupied with gambling, such as by
reliving past gambling experiences, planning next wagers or
thinking about ways to obtain gambling money.
Tolerance — Needs to gamble with increasing amounts of
money to achieve desired excitement.

Withdrawal — Restless or irritable when attempting to reduce
or quit gambling.

Escape — Gambles to escape problems or relieve an unfavorable mood, such as feelings of helplessness, guilt, anxiety or
depression.
Chasing — After losing money on gambling, often returns
another day to get even.

Lying — Lies to family members, therapists, others to conceal
extent of gambling.
Loss of control — Has made repeated, unsuccessful attempts
to control or stop gambling.

Illegal acts — Has committed theft, fraud or other illegal acts
to finance gambling.
Risk to significant relationship — Has jeopardized or lost
a significant relationship, job or educational or career opportunity
because of gambling.
Bailout — Has relied on others to provide money to relieve
desperate financial situations caused by gambling.
Source: “DSM-IV Criteria for Pathological Gambling,” National Gambling Impact
Study Commission, June 1999, pp. 4-2, govinfo.library.unt.edu/ngisc/reports/4.pdf

“There’s no doubt about it.” None of
the seven states without lotteries
seems likely to join the club in the
foreseeable future. *
* States without lotteries are Alabama, Alaska,
Hawaii, Mississippi, Nevada, Utah and Wyoming.

Prospects for growth in the casino
business are also cloudy, according to
Christiansen. “The map is filling up,”
he says. Fahrenkopf is somewhat less
bearish. “The market will tell us when
there are too many,” he says.
One venue ripe for growth, how-
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Tribes Aim to Cash In on Casinos
“There are haves and have-nots in tribal gaming.”
amblers looking for the biggest casino in the United
States need directions not to Las Vegas but to Foxwoods
Resort Casino in southeastern Connecticut, midway between Boston and New York City. And the owner of the 6.7 million-square-foot facility — bigger than the Pentagon — is not
any of the big names associated with Las Vegas like Harrah’s or
Caesar’s but the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation, a federally
recognized Indian tribe with fewer than 1,000 members. 1
Native American tribes own almost as many casinos in the
United States — 459 — as do private companies, which have
492, counting horse track locations. Tribal casino revenues totaled $26.7 billion in 2011, compared to $35.6 billion for commercial casinos. The décor may be different — more Native
Americana at tribal facilities — and the locations more out of
the way. But the slots and the games are much the same. And,
just like the states, Indian tribes have one overriding reason for
promoting gambling on tribal lands: money.
Gambling “gives [tribes] enough money to employ people
on the reservation, to generate economic activity on the reservation,” says Jason Giles, executive director of the National Indian Gaming Association, in Washington. “That’s the primary
goal of having a gaming operation.” 2
“Gambling has usually been pushed and legalized insofar
as it can be relevant to developing government resources,” says
Kevin Washburn, a gaming-law expert and dean of the University of New Mexico Law School in Albuquerque. “It’s similar for tribes. They’ve built hospitals, roads and schools and increased the level of government services generally.”

G

ever, is the Internet. A crucial factor
is a Justice Department legal opinion
in December 2011 that cleared the way
for states to permit online betting except on sports on an intrastate basis.
“That’s huge,” says Anthony Cabot,
who heads the gaming law group at
a Las Vegas law firm and also teaches at the University of Nevada’s Boyd
School of Law. Meanwhile, critical observers worry that the social costs
from gambling are getting short shrift.
“The benefits are easy to measure,”
says Edward Morse, a professor at
Creighton University School of Law in
Omaha and co-author of a book on
the casino industry. “The costs are
harder to measure, and politicians exploit that over time.” 9
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Indian gaming has been controversial from the beginning
of its modern era in the 1980s, when the U.S. Supreme Court
rebuffed an effort by state and local authorities to restrict bingo
games at Indian reservations in Riverside County, Calif. The
court’s 6-3 decision in California v. Cabazon Band (1987) relied on the federal interest in promoting tribal self-sufficiency
to hold that states cannot regulate Indian gaming except as
permitted by federal law. Congress responded the next year by
passing the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, which protects tribes’
right to allow gambling subject to compacts to be negotiated
in good faith with state governments. 3
Today, 247 tribes — not quite half of the 554 recognized
tribes — operate gaming facilities in 29 states. Some are near
population centers such as those in California, Connecticut,
Florida and Oklahoma; others are more remote, like those in
Alaska or Montana. Overall revenues have been steady, according to Giles, despite the 2008 recession and slow recovery since. But the overall figure obscures significant disparities.
Forty of the casinos account for more than three-fourths of the
revenue, he says, while “the vast majority” of tribes get no revenue from their gaming. “There are haves and have-nots in
tribal gaming,” Washburn says.
Relations with state governments remain critical and contentious. In Florida, the Seminole Tribe charged the state government in the 1990s with bad faith in negotiations over a
gaming compact; the Supreme Court blocked the suit in a
1996 decision. Only in 2010 did the Seminoles and the state
finally reach agreement on allowing full casino operations. The

As lottery states work to boost sales,
casino operators compete for customers
and more states consider legalizing
casinos, here are some of the questions being debated:
Are lotteries a good way for
states to raise revenue?
The Arkansas state constitution first
prohibited lotteries in 1836. By 2000,
more than 30 states were sponsoring
lotteries, but Arkansas voters decisively rejected a ballot initiative that would
have amended the constitution to permit lotteries as well as six casinos in
the state.
Eight years later, however, the state’s
voters approved by a 25 percent margin an amendment to permit lotteries

with funds earmarked for college scholarships for Arkansas citizens. “It sounded too good to voters,” Jerry Cox, president of the anti-lottery Arkansas Family
Council Action Committee, acknowledged after the election. 10
Lotteries were a common means
of public financing earlier in American history but fell out of favor from
the mid-19th until the mid-20th century. They regained popularity for
one reason: money for state governments. “Absolutely,” says lottery association executive Gale. “Every lottery
in its original bill determines where
lottery funds are to be directed,”
Gale explains — typically for education or, more recently, specifically
for scholarships.

Felix Stein

The lagging economy also
compact includes a proviposes a challenge, according to
sion — as in most of the
Giles. “It’s a business that’s destate-tribal agreements —
pendent on consumers and their
for the tribe to share revability to spend entertainment
enue with the state govdollars,” he says. “Until the econernment.
omy gets stronger, we’re going
Until recently, the Pequots
to remain where it’s at.
were definitely in the “have”
“There are plenty of tribes
category. Foxwoods has
with expansion plans, but the
produced billions of dolBigger than the Pentagon, the Foxwoods Resort Casino in
market’s going to have to be
lars in revenue for the
Connecticut, owned by the tiny Mashantucket Pequot Tribe,
more secure for the tribes to
tribe since full casino opis the nation’s largest casino.
do that.”
erations began in 1992.
The proceeds allowed the
— Kenneth Jost
tribal council to dispense annual stipends to adult tribal
members exceeding $100,000 apiece. But the payments have
been suspended since the casino hit hard times brought on 1 Background drawn from Michael Sokolove, “A Big Bet Gone Bad,” The
by the recession, increased competition and overinvestment. New York Times Magazine, March 18, 2012, pp. 36ff. See also Michael Melia,
“Conn. tribe sees fortune reversal amid casino woes,” The Associated Press,
Today, the casino is $2.3 billion in debt and trying to ne- March 28, 2012.
gotiate a severe refinancing with creditors. The tribal council 2 For previous coverage, see Peter Katel, “American Indians,” CQ Researcher,
says the community “is pulling together,” but a tribal elder was April 28, 2006, pp. 361-384, updated Aug. 5, 2010; “Indian Casinos Rake in
Billions,” in Patrick Marshall, “Gambling in America,” CQ Researcher, March 7,
less sanguine in a comment to an Associated Press reporter. 2003, pp. 214-215.
“Our stress levels are very high up here,” Loretta Libby re- 3 For a full account of legal background, see Kevin K. Washburn, “The
Legacy of Bryan v. Itasca County: How an Erroneous $147 County Tax Notice
marked. “I just don’t know what’s going to happen.”
Helped Bring Tribes $200 Billion in Indian Gaming Revenues,” Minnesota Law
Nationally, further expansion of Indian gaming may be Review,
Vol. 92, (2008), pp. 919 ff.
geographically limited, Washburn says. “There’s not a whole
lot of undeveloped markets,” he says. “Most of the tribes that
have markets for gambling have been offering it already.”

Critics find it unseemly, or worse,
for state governments to depend on
gambling for revenue, especially as
more promotion is needed to keep up
sales. “The public voice of American
government today is lotteries and casinos,” says Bernal with Stop Predatory
Gambling. Apart from military recruitment, lotteries are virtually the only
program that governments routinely
advertise. “It’s a government program
that’s based on pushing citizens into
deeper personal debt and creating
addiction to feed off it,” he says.
“Lotteries have become quite aggressive” in their marketing, according
to Whyte with the problem-gambling
council. “You would never see a billboard saying buy another package of

www.cqresearcher.com

Luckies because we need the revenue,” Whyte says. “But that’s exactly
what you see on state lotteries, operating and profiting from an addictive
product.”
Morse, the Creighton law professor,
finds lotteries especially “pernicious” because they draw players primarily from
the less well-educated and the less
well-to-do. “If you ask in an office, almost none of the professional staff play,”
Morse says. “The support staff plays
almost every week, and they spend a
lot of money.” Rockefeller Institute
analyst Dadayan similarly calls lotteries “a very regressive tax.”
Gale dismisses the criticisms. He emphasizes first that lotteries are strictly
voluntary. “If you don’t pay your taxes,

what happens to you? They may come
after you and haul you off to jail,” Gale
explains. “If you don’t buy your lottery
ticket, what happens to you? Nothing.
It’s a choice that people have.”
Gaming industry executive Fahrenkopf
echoes the point. “Lotteries are a tax on
the willing,” he says.
Gale also disagrees that lotteries
draw primarily from lower socioeconomic classes. “I don’t believe it’s the
lower-income folks who are supporting the games,” he says. “Pretty much
the demographics of the lottery player tracks the demographics of the state’s
population.” He acknowledges that
lower-income players may spend a larger percentage of their income on lotteries than higher-income players do,
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Casino and Lottery Revenues Rose
Total gaming revenues rose nearly 44 percent, from $62 billion in 2000 to about $89 billion in 2009, the
latest year for which data are available. They hit $92 billion in 2007 but then dipped during the next
two years amid the nation’s steep economic downturn. Commercial and tribal casinos accounted for
65 percent — or $58 billion — of 2009 revenue. Lotteries accounted for 28 percent, or $25 billion.

Gross Gaming Revenues by Industry, 2000-2009
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Source: “Gaming Revenue By Industry: 2000 to 2009,” U.S. Census Bureau, September 2011, www.census.gov/compendia/
statab/2012/tables/12s1259.xls

but he says the same comparison is
true for expenditures on groceries or
other budget items.
Overall, lottery money represents
only a small — and a declining —
fraction of state budgets: “niche” revenue, as an expert with the National
Conference of State Legislatures once
put it. Net proceeds from lotteries
amounted to 1.19 percent of total state
revenue in 1997; by 2006, they amounted to only 0.97 percent of total state
revenue — midway between motor vehicle license taxes (1.07 percent) and
tobacco excise taxes (0.82 percent). 11
For some states, the percentages are
higher — more than 7 percent in Rhode
Island, South Dakota and West Vir-
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ginia, according to the nonpartisan Tax
Foundation. 12 Whatever the amounts,
gambling consultant Christiansen says
state governments count on the
money. “If you’re a state treasurer, I
will tell you that numbers like that are
meaningful,” he says.
Advertising and promotion are “absolutely” essential to keeping up demand, according to St. Mary’s political scientist Pierce. “Advertising is
really the only way for states to keep
their lottery at their current level,” he
says. “If they didn’t do that, they
would probably see noticeable drops
in revenue.”
Gale acknowledges as much. “Lotteries having a product to sell are no

different from Coke or Pepsi,” he says.
“They have to maintain communication with their players.” Bigger jackpot games are one draw. “Yes, it’s absolutely a way to bring in new
players,” he says.
The odds against winning or sharing in a nine-figure jackpot are nearly astronomical, of course: 176 million to 1 in the March 30 drawing.
But Gale emphasizes the availability
of smaller prizes in the games as
well. “Lots of people are winning lots
of times on all the lottery games,”
he says.
Despite the efforts of governments
to boost gambling revenue, Dadayan
warns against relying too much on

gambling for state budget needs. “In
the long run, the revenues from gambling are much less than the pending
needs,” she says. “States cannot count
on gambling as a sustainable source
of revenue for funding education and
other services.”
Do states benefit from casinos?
When the Iowa legislature authorized riverboat casinos in 1989, it required an initial vote in the county
where the vessel was to be docked
and subsequent votes every eight
years for the operator’s license to be
renewed. Two decades later, the legislature in 2011 amended the law to eliminate the need for continuing referendums after an initial renewal.
In urging the change, Sen. Jeff Danielson, a Cedar Falls Democrat and floor
manager for the legislation, noted that
counties with existing casinos had routinely approved gambling referendums
by margins of 70 percent or higher. The
renewal requirement made it harder for
casinos to borrow money, Danielson
explained, because banks are reluctant
to extend favorable rates to borrowers
who need voter approval every eight
years to stay in business. 13
Gaming association president
Fahrenkopf points to the development
as evidence of the growing acceptance of casinos in communities with
gambling operations. Further evidence
along the same line comes from a poll
of elected officials and civic leaders in
casino states other than Nevada, published in the association’s most recent
annual report.
Eighty-three percent of those surveyed said the overall impact of casinos on their communities has been
positive, while only 13 percent said the
impact had been negative. And 88 percent said the feared negative impacts
cited by casino opponents — crime,
prostitution and a bad image generally — had not materialized. 14
Industry consultant Christiansen says
there has been “a huge historic shift”
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in public opinion toward casinos.
“Today, when casinos are proposed in
a jurisdiction, the response is, ‘Everybody else does. Why haven’t we done
this already?’ ”
Casino interests and supporters make
their pitch to voters and lawmakers
on three major grounds: casinos bring
jobs, promote economic development
and pay substantial state and local
taxes. Overall, commercial casinos employed 339,098 people in 2011 and
paid $12.9 billion in wages, according
to the gaming association — both figures slightly below the previous
year’s.* Total taxes paid to 22 states
amounted to $406.5 million, up 6 percent from the previous year. Total consumer spending at commercial casinos amounted to $958.7 million, up
from the previous year. “We’re a mainstream industry,” Fahrenkopf says. 15
Critics respond by minimizing the
claimed benefits. They note, for example, that casino revenue may simply “cannibalize” business from other,
often locally owned, establishments.
They also emphasize what they believe are substantial social costs, chiefly
increased crime in casino jurisdictions
and increased personal bankruptcies
among casino patrons.
The social science research cited by
the critics is sharply disputed by the
industry. “You can’t prove it conclusively to everybody’s satisfaction,” says
Morse, the Creighton law professor. 16
The leading academic on the issue
is Earl Grinols, a professor of economics at Baylor University in Waco,
Texas. In a book published in 2004,
Grinols calculated that the social costs
of gambling — chiefly, derived from
problem and pathological gamblers —
exceeded the social benefits by a ratio
of 3-to-1. Grinols repeats that estimate
in a fact sheet that summarizes testi* Tribal casinos are not included; tribal casinos do not pay state taxes but typically agree
to share revenue with states in order to secure permission to operate.

mony he gave to Minnesota legislators in 2011 on behalf of the Freedom
Foundation of Minnesota, a limitedgovernment advocacy group. 17
In Grinols’ analysis, the principal
social cost derives from crimes committed by pathological gamblers, estimated at more than $4,300 per individual. In his book, Grinols cited studies
showing that a majority of gamblers
in treatment and a majority of members of Gamblers Anonymous had committed illegal acts as a result of their
gambling. He also notes a study used
by the congressionally created National Impact of Gambling Study Commission in its 1999 report that found
pathological gamblers three times more
likely to have been incarcerated at
some time in their life than individuals who had not gambled.
Other social costs cited by Grinols
include lost productivity and work time,
bankruptcy, social service costs, illness
and family costs in terms of divorce,
separation, child abuse and neglect
and domestic violence. In addition, he
cited an estimated $3,800 per pathological gambler in what he called
“abused dollars” — in effect, income
put at risk in gambling instead of
being used for essential needs.
In a more recent overview, Douglas
Walker, an associate professor of economics at the College of Charleston
in South Carolina, says the crime estimates cited by Grinols and other
gambling industry critics are overstated. He also questions the validity of
counting gambling losses or bad debts
as a “social” instead of an individual
cost. On the other hand, Walker also
says the tax revenues from the gambling industry may be overstated. 18
Fahrenkopf bluntly rejects the
claimed social costs. Critics “are out
there arguing that the sky is going to
fall, that it’s going to increase bankruptcy, that crime is going to increase,”
he says. “That’s never proven true in
any place where they’ve made that argument.”
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Morse counters that social costs associated with problem gamblers cannot
be denied. “To the extent that you make
gambling easily accessible,” he says, “it’s
likely that you’re going to exacerbate the
problems that problem gamblers have.”
Should Internet gambling be legal?
Illinois lottery officials think they have
a sure-fire idea for boosting ticket sales:
the Internet. Beginning on March 25,
Illinois became the first state to allow
residents to buy lottery tickets online.
Illinois Lottery Superintendent Michael
Jones calls the move the beginning of
“a new era” that brings the lottery in
line with the growing reality of e-commerce. Northstar, the private company
that manages the Illinois Lottery, predicts that online sales will attract
600,000 to 1 million new customers,
people who have grown up with the
Internet but do not think to buy lottery tickets. The company promises userfriendly ticket buying and a registration
process that will inhibit underage and
out-of-state play. 19
Illinois legislators approved Internet lottery sales three years ago, but
the move had been on hold pending
an answer from the U.S. Department
of Justice on whether online sales
would violate the 1961 Interstate Wire
Act, which prohibits use of any “wire
communication facility” for betting on
“any sporting event or contest.” The
Justice Department replied in December 2011 that the act applies only to
sports betting. 20
The Illinois move holds out the
prospect of increased sales for the
state’s 38-year-old lottery but is also
stirring concern among the existing
network of retail outlets, which fear
reduced sales and commissions. But
the Justice Department opinion has
bigger implications nationwide because
it lifts what had been thought to be
a broad federal prohibition against Internet gambling, including online poker.
“This is hugely important,” says Las
Vegas gaming law expert Cabot. “It ef-
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fectively says to the states that with
the exception of sports, you are free
to do whatever you want to do on
an intrastate basis.”
The enthusiasm within the gambling
industry is matched by concern among
the industry’s critics, who fear that the
Internet will add to the social costs of
problem gambling. “Now the big push
is to open a lottery and a casino and a
lottery retailer in every home, office, dorm
room and smart phone in America,” says
Bernal with Stop Predatory Gambling.
“Internet gambling will be open 24 hours
a day, seven days a week, right in your
home or office or on your phone.”
Online poker, offered by sites based
outside the United States, exploded by
2005 into a $2.5 billion industry despite the Justice Department’s previous
stance against Internet gambling and
despite concern on Capitol Hill. 21 Congress responded in 2006 by passing
the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act, which made it illegal
for financial institutions to process
payments for online betting. 22
Some online sites closed down after
President George W. Bush signed the
measure into law on Oct. 13, 2006. The
Justice Department stiffened its stance
in April 2011 by obtaining indictments
against the operators of three offshore
poker sites, two based in Antigua and
one on the Isle of Man, for allegedly
violating the law. By January 2012,
prosecutors had obtained convictions
against three of the 10 defendants. 23
The casino industry has historically resisted Internet gambling, fearing
competition but emphasizing concerns
about consumer protection. “Millions
of Americans have been going online
with no consumer protection whatsoever, no jobs being created and no
taxes being paid,” Fahrenkopf says.
But he says the industry now supports
federal legislation that would allow
states to permit online gambling with
sufficient safeguards.
With Internet gambling legislation
failing to advance in Congress, how-

ever, federal policy is uncertain, and the
initiative lies with the states. “The debate now is whether the feds will allow
it or will leave it to the states,” industry consultant Christiansen says. “The
question is difficult to predict because
the politics are extremely complex.”
States are showing interest but exercising caution. The Iowa Senate approved legislation in March to permit
online poker, but the bill was blocked
in the House. California and New Jersey legislators are also studying the
issue. Meanwhile, Nevada is already
accepting applications for online casinos, with decisions expected by the
end of the year. 24
Christiansen says lottery states likely
will look to Illinois’ experience with online sales before proceeding on their
own. New York, which began offering
a limited online lottery game in 2005,
has plans in the works for two additional
jackpot games online.
Despite the legal uncertainties, William
Eadington, director of the Institute for the
Study of Gambling and Commercial
Gaming at the University of Nevada-Reno,
says there is “a degree of inevitability”
about online gambling. And he discounts
the critics’ concerns that the Internet will
add to the social costs, noting that online gambling is already legal in Britain
and several other European countries. “The
experience in Europe suggests that it’s
not going to ravage society,” Eadington
says. “The social costs are not going to
be that different.”

BACKGROUND
Gambling Debates
ambling reached its present level
of acceptance in the United States
only after long-held objections based
on religious views and social costs
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Chronology
Before
1960
Commercial gambling, lotteries

right to operate casinos on
tribal lands.

are illegal nationwide as
20th century begins.

1985
National Indian Gaming Association
founded.

1931
Nevada legalizes casinos; Las Vegas
becomes tourist mecca for gamblers.
1950-1951
Senate investigative committee
documents links between organized
crime, gambling.
•

1960s-1980
First state-sponsored lotteries;
New Jersey legalizes casinos.
1964
New Hampshire becomes first
state in modern era to sponsor
lottery. Three more states follow:
New York (1967), New Jersey
(1970), and Massachusetts (1974).
1971
North American Association of State
and Provincial Lotteries formed.
1972
National Council on Problem
Gambling founded.
1976
New Jersey legalizes casinos in bid
to revive Atlantic City.
1980
American Psychiatric Association
recognizes pathological gambling
as mental disorder.
•

1980s-1990s
More states sponsor lotteries,
approve casino gambling; Indian tribes gain conditional
www.cqresearcher.com

1987, 1988
Supreme Court says tribes can operate gambling facilities on reservations
in states where gambling is legal
(1987). . . . Indian Gaming Regulatory
Act requires states, tribes to negotiate
over gambling operations (1988).
1994
National Coalition Against Legalized
Gambling founded; reorganized in
2008 as Stop Predatory Gambling.
1995
American Gaming Association
founded.
1996
Supreme Court rules that tribes
cannot sue state governments for
damages for refusing to negotiate
gambling compacts.
1997
Poll finds that a majority of Americans — 52 percent — had played
a lottery within previous year.
1999
National Gambling Impact Study
Commission calls for rollback in
“convenience” gambling; recommendations not acted on.
•

2000-Present
More state lotteries are launched;
casino competition intensifies in
Northeast; online poker booms.
2002
Macau permits privately owned casinos; surpasses Las Vegas as world’s
biggest gambling center by 2007.

2005
U.S. online poker revenue is estimated at $2.5 billion, despite legal curbs.
2006
Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act prohibits use of credit
cards or online payment systems for
Internet gambling in United States.
2007-2008
U.S. economy falls into recession;
gambling revenues drop.
2008
Arkansas becomes 43rd state to
legalize lottery; ballot measure to
earmark revenues for college
scholarships approved with 63 percent of vote.
2010
Delaware, Pennsylvania permit
table games at existing slots casinos. . . . Washington, D.C., quietly
approves measure to permit online
gambling; after controversy, measure repealed in February 2012.
2011
Massachusetts permits three casinos and one slots-only facility in
state (Nov. 22). . . . Nevada Gaming Commission permits online
poker (Dec. 22). . . . Justice Department says states can permit
intrastate online gambling, except
on sports (Dec. 23).
2012
New York legislature gives initial
approval to constitutional amendment to legalize casinos. . . . Retired Illinois couple win $218 million share of record $656 Mega
Millions jackpot in March 30 drawing; winners in Kansas, Maryland
not identified. . . . California, New
Jersey legislatures consider online
gambling bills. . . . Rhode Island
to vote on permitting table games
at slot parlors (Nov. 6).
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Problem Gamblers Struggle to Beat Habit
“Each day I make that commitment to not gamble today.”
ed Hartwell began playing poker as a youngster, under
the tutelage of his father, a professor at Texas Tech University. He played in college, earning enough to get his
own apartment, and he played more once he got a job in Las
Vegas. Eventually, Hartwell was playing video poker so often that
he lied to his family and coworkers about the time spent and
the money lost — and lied to himself about his ability to stop.
Carol Hare began gambling two years after moving to Las
Vegas to help relieve stress from marital difficulties. The gambling
accelerated after her divorce the next year. Video poker became the primary focus of her life. She lost jobs, lost friends
and lost time with her three young children. She wrote bad
checks to get cash to keep playing, got an eviction notice and
contemplated suicide.
Today, Hartwell and Hare are both recovering gambling addicts. Hare has not gambled for 21 years, Hartwell for five.
Hare deals daily with the issue as executive director of the
Nevada Council on Problem Gaming, a private, nonprofit counseling and referral center. The issue is also constantly on Hartwell’s
mind. “Each day I make that commitment to not gamble today,”
Hartwell explains, “recognizing that people who’ve had a lot
more time in recovery than I had have gone back.”
Problem gamblers number in the tens of thousands in Nevada and in the millions in the United States. A study commissioned by the Nevada legislature in 2002 estimated that 2.1 percent of the state’s population met the definition of “pathological”
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yielded to a relaxed morality and an
insistent drive by states and Indian
tribes for new revenue sources. At the
start of the 20th century, every form
of non-social gambling except betting
at horse racing tracks was illegal virtually nationwide. Those bans fell over the
course of the century — first in a few
states and then in a rush to legalization
by the end of the 1990s. 25
Lotteries were a common means of
public financing in colonial America
and in the first decades of U.S. independence. The colonies used lotteries
because England denied them any taxing powers. The earliest American universities — including Harvard, William
and Mary and Yale — were funded
in part through lotteries. After independence, states used lotteries be-
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gamblers laid out in the American Psychiatric Association’s
clinical guide. (See box, p. 529.) Another 3 percent met the
broader category of “problem” gambler. 1 Based on the state’s
current population, that might mean 57,000 pathological gamblers
and another 81,000 problem gamblers.
Nationwide, Keith Whyte, executive director of the National Council on Problem Gambling, in Washington, says
studies estimate that 1 percent of the population meet the
definition of pathological gambling — about 3 million people — with another 3 million to 6 million problem gamblers.
The total social cost of problem gambling, Whyte says, is $7 billion per year. 2
The resources for helping problem gamblers are greater than
when Hare began to face her problem in 1991. “There were
no billboards, no newspaper stories, no educational programs,”
Hare recalls. She was guided into counseling by an observant
bartender, himself a compulsive gambler.
Today, casinos in Nevada are required by law to post information about the national gamblers hot line. And Nevada is
one of 35 states with problem-gambling agencies financed in
part with public funds, according to Whyte. But he calls the
overall funding “a pittance” — about $60 million per year. In
Nevada, Hare says her council’s annual budget once was around
$500,000, but the public funding was cut in half last year when
the legislature diverted half of a $2-per-slot machine fee earmarked for the agency to the state’s general fund.

cause no other major tax mechanisms
had been created. Recreational gambling was also common, especially in
the South and along the Western frontier. But there was also opposition,
based on religious beliefs dating from
the Puritan era and on more specific
concerns over time about crime and
corruption and the social inequity of
deriving funds from the poor by holding out the promise of easy wealth.
The opposition to gambling gathered strength from the 1830s and became established national policy by the
end of the century. States dropped and
in many cases specifically banned lotteries, whether public or commercial.
The last of the legal lotteries, the statechartered Louisiana Lottery Company,
established in 1864, was so tainted with
corruption that Congress passed laws

in the 1890s to prohibit interstate mailing or transportation of lottery materials. In upholding the interstate transport ban in 1903, the Supreme Court
condemned “the wide-spread pestilence
of lotteries.” 26 Meanwhile, professional gamblers had given recreational
gaming a bad reputation as well, thanks
to sometimes shady practices and the
seemingly inherent association with alcohol and prostitution. Congress reflected early 20th-century national sentiment by requiring territorial Arizona
and New Mexico to prohibit casinos
in order to gain statehood.
The modern era of gambling began
in Nevada, a state with a history of
widespread legal gambling until a legislated ban in 1909. The ban did not
eliminate gambling but drove it underground. The legislature then lifted the
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sultant on what the company
Scientific understanding
should do about problem
of problem gambling has
gambling. Harrah’s decided to
also advanced in the past
help beef up the council, and
two decades. Today, gambling
Hare became a full-time staff
addiction is recognized as
member in 1996.
having a biological basis,
Today, she says the gaming
according to Whyte. “The
industry recognizes its responfeatures that characterize
sibility to help with prevention
substance abuse also charand treatment of problem
acterize gambling addiction,”
gambling. Frank Fahrenkopf,
he says.
Casinos in Nevada are required by law to post information
president of the American GamHartwell recalls how the
about the national gamblers hot line. Nevada is one of
ing Association, says the inaddiction felt. “It goes be35 states with problem-gambling agencies financed
dustry provides about $20 milyond a pleasure point to
in part with public funds. Above, the Las Vegas “Strip.”
lion per year toward the effort.
an anesthetic effect,” he says.
Says Hare: “We would like for
“I was completely checking
out when I was gambling compulsively.” Today, understanding them to do more.”
“This is a mental health disorder,” she adds. “It’s in everythe physical sensations of addiction is a big help, Hartwell says.
Despite advances in the science, the treatment options are body’s interest that more be done.”
largely what they were two decades ago: cognitive therapy,
— Kenneth Jost
group sessions and 12-step protocols. “There are no medications approved yet,” Whyte say. “But there have been some
1 Cited in J. Patrick Coolican, “Tony’s Story: The pull of a drug, the push to
promising trials in the past decade.”
Hare started volunteering with the Nevada council in 1993. the brink,” Las Vegas Sun, Nov. 22, 2009.
2 For a comprehensive though dated overview, see “Problem and PathoSomebody at Harrah’s, one of the big casino companies, heard logical
Gambling” in National Impact of Gambling Study Commission (1999),
her talk and helped get her hired for two years as a paid con- http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/ngisc/reports/4.pdf.

ban in 1931 to allow the little desert
town of Las Vegas to profit from the
influx of thousands of construction
workers building Boulder Dam (now
Hoover Dam), about 30 miles to the
south. Organized-crime figures provided some of the financing and much
of the expertise for the first casinos.
The town grew slowly at first, then
more rapidly after World War II as
tourism boomed in economic good
times. With Reno and Tahoe its only
competition, Las Vegas rose to become
the gambling capital of the nation and,
to some extent, the world. 27
Legal lotteries returned to the United States beginning in 1964, but only
after proposals were defeated or failed
to come to a vote in several states —
including Nevada — and in Congress.
Low-tax New Hampshire debuted with
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a sweepstakes-style lottery after the legislature authorized a referendum that won
approval with 73 percent of the vote.
Poorly run — too complicated, not
enough outlets — the lottery netted only
$2.7 million for state education, short of
the projected $4 million. New York followed in 1967, but its lottery also fell short
of expectations. New Jersey is credited
with launching the first successful modern lottery in 1971, two years after gaining approval with 82 percent of the vote.
New Jersey grossed $137 million in sales
in its first year — more than five times
the projected amount — thanks to aggressive marketing, widespread availability and frequent prizes. Eleven states followed suit by the end of the decade. 28
Casino gaming had failed to advance,
in part because of congressional hearings in the early 1950s documenting the

link to organized crime. Proposals to legalize casinos failed in several states, including New Jersey in 1974. Two years
later, however, the state’s voters narrowly
approved a proposal to allow casinos in
Atlantic City, a once-prosperous shore
resort much in need of revitalization.
The first of what would eventually become a dozen casinos opened in 1978,
but Atlantic City’s hoped-for boom failed
to materialize because of Las Vegas’s
stronger appeal for fun-seeking tourists
and the later legalization of state and
tribal casinos elsewhere in the East and
Mid-Atlantic regions.

Betting on Games

G

ambling grew in the 1980s and
’90s as one state after another as
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well as many Indian tribes bet on lotteries or casinos for needed revenue.
By the end of the century, lotteries
had become a commonplace activity
for a majority of Americans. Commercial
or tribal casinos were operating in a
majority of states. Tens of thousands
of electronic gaming devices (EGDs),
including slot machines, video poker,
video keno and so forth, had been
installed in bars, truck stops, convenience stores and other locations —
legally in some states, more dubiously in others. And Internet gambling
was rapidly increasing after debuting
with the birth of the World Wide Web
in 1995. 29
The rapid spread of lotteries in the
1970s continued in the next two
decades, with lotteries operating in
37 states and the District of Columbia by 1997 and sales that year totaling $34 billion. A national opinion
poll in 1997 found that 52 percent of
Americans had played a lottery within the previous year; per capita annual spending on lotteries in states
with legal games was put at $150. To
boost sales, states adopted more frequent prize drawings. To meet competition from large lotteries, six states
and the District of Columbia formed
the Multi-State Lottery Association in
1987, joined by nine more, before its
Powerball game debuted in 1992.
Despite the remote chance of a jackpot, Powerball took in more than $1 billion in the next few years.
Casino gambling advanced less
rapidly, abetted by states’ desires for
revenue but slowed by still strong concerns about the social effects of commercial gaming. The nine states that
legalized casinos from 1989 till the end
of the century typically confined them
to specific locations targeted for economic development, such as “historic”
Deadwood in South Dakota’s Black
Hills region (1989). States along the
Upper Mississippi Valley — Iowa, Illinois and Missouri — approved riverboat casinos one after another specif-
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ically to draw customers from the state
on the river’s other side. By 2000, commercial casinos’ gross revenue had risen
to $26.5 billion, according to Christiansen Capital Advisors’ compilation.
In a telling bow to revenue needs,
Iowa legislators initially set a $5 limit
on casino bets but lifted the restriction in 1994.
Indian tribes entered the casino business only after a legal and political
battle in the courts and in Congress
over their power to allow casinos on
tribal reservations. The Supreme Court
backed tribes with a 1987 decision allowing them to operate casinos in states
that permitted gambling; Congress gave
the states significant leverage the next
year by passing the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act to require tribes to negotiate with state government over terms
of operation. Some states balked, and
the Supreme Court in 1996 ruled that
tribes could not sue a state for damages for refusing to negotiate.
Despite the difficulties, tribal gaming spread, with 146 tribes operating
casinos in 24 states by the end of the
decade; revenue ballooned from $212
million in 1988 to $6.7 billion in 1997.
Combined with legal states with no
tribal operations, casinos could now
be found in 28 states altogether.
In addition to lotteries and casinos,
stand-alone slot machines, video poker,
video keno and other EGDs proliferated
in the 1980s and ’90s. South Carolina,
which legalized cash payoffs from video
poker in 1991, had 34,000 machines in
operation in 1999, with $2.5 billion in
gross receipts and licensing fees to the
state totaling $60 million. Even so, the
machines were banned in 2001 after the
state supreme court blocked a proposed
referendum to determine their legality.
Besides South Carolina, several other
states had at least 10,000 EGDs, including some such as Alabama, New
Jersey and West Virginia, where machines were labeled “for amusement
only” and cash payoffs were made
surreptitiously. “Such devices provid-

ed only minimal revenue and none of
the claimed benefits in employment
and economic development. In addition, video poker in particular was
lastingly stigmatized by clinical psychologist Robert Hunter as “the crack
cocaine” of gambling because of the
addictive nature of a rapid-fire game
with the seeming prospect of skillbased payoffs. 30
By the mid-1990s, Congress had
grown sufficiently concerned to create a commission in 1996 to study the
impact of gambling — much like one
in the 1970s that had come up with
a laundry list of recommendations, few
of which were adopted. The report by
the new National Gambling Impact
Study Commission, released June 18,
1999, set out 76 recommendations, including a moratorium on further expansion of gambling. The report also
urged reduced advertising of state lotteries, a ban on Internet gambling and
expanded research about and treatment for problem gambling. 31
Today, commission member Richard
Leone, a senior fellow with the Century Foundation, a nonpartisan think
tank in New York City, credits the commission with encouraging research and
helping prompt Congress to ban use
of credit cards for Internet gambling.
Otherwise, he says he was “disappointed
by the lack of impact.”

One More Round
ambling gained legal status in a
few more states in the 21st century, leaving Hawaii and Utah as the
only states with no state- or tribalsponsored or commercial gaming. Internet gambling, especially online poker,
grew robustly, even in the face of the
federal government’s official position
that using the Internet to bet across
state or national borders was illegal.
The old forms of gambling — parimutuel wagering on horse or dog racing and charitable games and bingo —
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way, however, to go after
continued to decline,
the estimated 23 million
but the take for lotpeople in the United
teries and commerStates betting online or
cial and tribal casito shut down the offshore
nos alike grew
Internet sites in such
steadily except for a
places as Antigua, Bardip after the 2008
economic downturn.
buda, Gibraltar and the
State-sponsored
Isle of Man. Congress
lotteries won apgave the government a
proval in four Southtool with the 2006 crediteastern states in the
card transaction ban,
2000s after camwhich anti-gambling
paigns tied to edusenators slipped somecation funding overwhat unnoticed into a
came religious-based
port-safety bill with no
opposition. 32 South
public hearing. 35 But onOnline poker, offered by sites based outside the United States, exploded
Carolina voters apline poker continued to
by 2005 into a $2.5 billion industry despite Justice Department
proved a lottery in
grow.
Financial Times
opposition and concern on Capitol Hill. But last December the
2000 by a comfortestimated
revenue in 2008
department lifted what had been thought to be a broad federal
prohibition against Internet gambling, including online poker.
able 54 percent to
at $5.9 billion, more than
States are showing interest but exercising caution. So far, Nevada
46 percent margin
double Christiansen’s esis the only state with legal rules on the books to allow Internet gaming;
despite opposition
timate in 2005. Meanonline sites may be up and running by the end of 2012.
from the state Chamwhile, Antigua was conber of Commerce,
tinuing to contest the
NAACP and church groups. Tennessee sites. West Virginia approved table validity of the U.S. ban before the
voters followed suit, with 58 percent games for a horse track in Charles World Trade Organization. The WTO
approval. In North Carolina, the legis- Town, W. Va., late in 2009. Pennsyl- had issued a mixed ruling in April
lature approved a lottery in 2005, with vania and Delaware both acted in Jan- 2005 that upheld the United States’
a tie-breaking vote cast by the state’s uary 2010 to approve table games at right to restrict Internet betting but
Democratic lieutenant governor. Voter existing casinos. The movement reached also found the law discriminatory beapproval of the lottery referendum in Maine in November 2010 as voters ap- cause remote gambling on horse racArkansas in 2008 left Alabama and Mis- proved a $165 million casino and re- ing was allowed. 36
sissippi as the only holdout states in sort in a small town near the New
U.S. gambling interests also faced
the Southeast. Religion was seen as the Hampshire border. 33
another economic threat from overseas:
As lotteries and casino gambling the rise of Macau and Singapore as
main barrier in Alabama, but in Mississippi fear of competition with casi- steadily grew, betting on the Internet major gambling meccas drawing not
was exploding despite mixed signals only Asian but also U.S. customers.
nos was seen as a bigger factor.
Meanwhile, casino gaming advanced as to its legality. In 2001, Christiansen Macau, the former Portuguese colony
in the Mid-Atlantic region as neigh- Capital Advisors estimated online poker that China has overseen since 1999 as
boring states in the geographically com- revenues at $82 million. By 2005, the a separate administrative region, had
pact area maneuvered either to cap- figure had increased nearly 30-fold to been a gambling center since the midture customers outside their borders $2.4 billion. An estimated 1.8 million 19th century. By ending a monopoly
or hold on to gambling dollars from people were playing nightly, two-thirds system for casino franchises, Macau’s
their own residents. New York of them Americans. 34 Until Decem- government opened the door in 2002
touched off the border war in 2002 ber 2011, the Justice Department to new operators; by 2007, the buildby approving six new tribal casinos clung to its position that all online up enabled Macau to surpass Las Vegas
as well as slots at five horse-racing gambling was illegal, not just sports as the world’s biggest gambling center.
tracks — so-called “racinos.” Maryland betting, even in the face of a feder- Meanwhile, Singapore was also advoters gave 59 percent approval in No- al appeals court opinion in 2002 re- vancing as a gaming resort destination.
By mid-2011, it too was being provember 2008 to a constitutional amend- jecting the position.
The government had no practical jected to pass Las Vegas. 37
ment allowing slot machines at five
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With overseas competition increasing, U.S. gambling interests took another hit as the country fell into a recession beginning in December 2007.
Overall revenue from lotteries and commercial casinos fell in fiscal 2009 for
the first time since the late 1970s, according to the Rockefeller Institute. 38
In response, 10 states enacted measures to expand gambling in fiscal 2010,
according to the institute. By the end
of 2011, the casino industry was striking an upbeat pose after what it conceded had been “difficult” years. “The
slow and steady recovery of the commercial casino industry is well underway,” according to the American Gaming Association’s annual report. 39

CURRENT
SITUATION
Competing for Customers
he competition for gambling patrons is heating up in the Northeast Corridor, with New York and Rhode
Island considering moves to legalize
full-service casinos to undercut gaming facilities in neighboring states.
Rhode Island voters are being
asked to approve two referendums submitted by the state legislature that would
allow table games at the state’s existing two slot parlors. The Twin River
and Newport Grand facilities are both
located near the state’s border with
Massachusetts, which is moving toward opening full-service commercial
casinos for the first time.
New York is in an early stage of a
plan strongly pushed by Gov. Andrew
Cuomo to amend the state’s constitution to permit as many as seven fullservice casinos in the state. After initial
approval by the New York legislature
in March, the amendment needs a sec-
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ond legislative vote next year and
statewide approval by voters to be adopted. Currently, New York has nine commercial racinos and five tribal casinos.
Rhode Island lawmakers are pushing the plan defensively to avert a potential loss of revenue after Massachusetts opens what are expected to be
three “super-casinos” in the compact
New England region. The Rhode Island
slot parlors already face formidable competition from the giant tribal casino Foxwoods in southern Connecticut. 40
Gambling revenue amounts to slightly more than 10 percent of Rhode Island’s total revenue. Expansion of the
existing slot parlors is “an absolute
economic necessity,” says Gary Sasse,
a former state revenue director and
now director of the Institute for Public Leadership at Bryant University in
Smithfield. “We have to protect that
economic base,” he says.
Approval of the referendums is regarded as all but certain even though
Rhode Island voters rejected a proposal in 2006 to permit a full-scale
casino to be operated by the Narragansett tribe. But Leonard Lardaro, an
economics professor at the University
of Rhode Island in Kingston, calls the
move “a quick fix” that will not protect gambling revenue in the long term
or address the state’s broader economic
challenges.
“Once Massachusetts comes on line,
we’ll lose all the migration from the
north of us,” Lardaro says. “My worry
is that this is going to be seen as a substitute for Rhode Island making the
structural changes if Rhode Island is
going to be successful going forward.”
In New York, Cuomo, a Democrat
in the second year of a four-year term,
included expanded gambling as one
of a series of economic-improvement
measures that he recommended to the
Democratic-controlled state Assembly
and Republican-controlled state Senate in January. The New York Gaming Association, representing the existing racinos, released a report the

same month saying that expanded gambling would result in $1.8 billion in
construction and eventually generate
about $350 million per year in state
and local revenues. 41
New York’s gaming establishment
already faces competition from casinos in three of the state’s biggest
neighbors: Connecticut, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, which legalized casinos
in 2010. New York legislators gave initial approval to the proposed constitutional amendment as the annual session drew to an end in late March.
But Cuomo is now catching flak on
the proposal after The New York Times
disclosed that the gaming association
had contributed $2 million in December
to the Committee to Save New York,
a business and labor coalition closely
allied with Cuomo. 42
Cuomo denied any connection between the contribution and his support
for expanded gambling. But Paul Davies,
a journalist who writes the blog GetGovernmentOutofGambling.org under
the auspices of the conservative-leaning
Institute for American Values, says the
disclosure indicates that “money and
influence” are behind the push for
gambling. “There’s not a whole lot of
due diligence or cost-benefit analysis
that goes into trying to determine
whether states should get into the
gambling business,” he says.
With a statewide vote still at least
a year away, a Siena College poll taken
before the legislative vote showed
New Yorkers almost evenly split on the
proposal: 49 percent opposed, 48 percent in favor. A month earlier, supporters had the edge: 52 percent to
44 percent. 43 Davies concedes that if
the measure does get on the ballot,
supporters, including gaming interests
and labor unions, will be able to outspend any opposition groups that form.
Meanwhile, Maryland is opening a
new stage in casino customer chasing
with the debut of a mega-facility at a
suburban shopping mall popular with
Continued on p. 542
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fter 40 years, only the willfully ignorant and the uninformed still claim government lotteries do not prey on
the poor and least educated Americans.
Charles Clotfelter, a Duke University professor considered
one of the nation’s most respected lottery researchers, has
said, “It’s one of the easiest things to measure. The lottery is
something for poorly educated and lower-income people.”
And lottery researcher Ross Rubenstein of Syracuse University
has said there is no debate among scholars on whether lotteries prey on the poor. “There’s simply no disagreement about
it,” according to Rubenstein.
The only people who claim otherwise are the state lotteries
themselves, the gambling-interest groups that support them
and the political leaders who approve of the schemes.
It helps explain why in a state such as Massachusetts,
which operates one of the most profitable lotteries in America,
the lottery’s own survey data showed that only 9 percent of
the public agreed that “the lottery improves the quality of life
for the state’s citizens.”
To counter this reality, government lotteries have spent
enormous sums of public dollars promoting the deception that
they are doing a “social good,” convincing the mass media to
present the lottery program as a great debate rather than as a
failed policy in which evidence continues to mount that lotteries prey on low- to middle-income citizens.
In 2008, The New York Times revealed lotteries extract 80 percent or more of their profits from 10 percent of their players —
money derived from lottery outlets that are heavily concentrated in lower-income areas.
Severe economic times provide lotteries the chance to further intensify their profit making from America’s desperate
poor. Citizens play the lottery even more when times are
tough, according to a study by Yale’s Emily Haisley in The
Journal of Behavioral Decision Making.
Perhaps the biggest indictment of government lotteries is
that more than one in five Americans believe playing the lottery represents the most practical way to build wealth. The
same 2006 survey by the Consumer Federation of America
found the percentage was even higher among lower-income
individuals, with 38 percent of those who earn less than
$25,000 pointing to the lottery as a solution.
“No taxation without representation” was one of America’s
founding principles. After 40 years of government using lotteries to prey on its own citizens, the time has come to add the
principle of “no taxation by exploitation” right beneath it.

m

any myths about lotteries have survived for years.
One of the more humorous is that the odds of
winning the lottery are worse than getting hit by
lightning. The story gets retold by journalists who may only
focus on the odds of winning one of the top prizes in a bigjackpot game. In fact, roughly 1,000 people nationwide win at
least $1 million from lottery games every year, but only about
250 get hit by lightning.
Another myth is that only poor people play the lottery.
One reason many states started lotteries was to stop the illegal
numbers rackets that preyed on players and did nothing to
raise money for good causes. By making the games legal,
credible and honest, states helped both the players and their
lotteries’ designated good causes.
But lotteries today offer many more games than just the
daily numbers games. We have big-jackpot games like Mega
Millions and Powerball, local jackpot games like Lotto, socialenvironment games like Keno and dozens of instant “scratchoff” games at a variety of price points. The lottery industry
has become quite sophisticated at reaching all types of players
with different kinds of games.
The demographics of lottery players almost perfectly match
the demographics of the population at large. With so many
people playing lottery games, it’s simply not possible for any
one segment of the population to dominate.
Another myth is that lottery play is a “regressive tax on the
poor.” But “regressive” is an economist’s term for something
that costs a larger percentage of someone’s low income. By
this definition, all consumer products, from milk to movies,
are regressive. And lottery play is voluntary, not a tax.
Playing the lottery is simply an inexpensive form of entertainment. People play for a bit of excitement. Why is it that
lotteries are judged by financial standards instead of by the
entertainment they provide? The press is filled with stories
about “poor odds,” “bad investments” and “financial illiteracy”
when discussing lotteries, but not when discussing other popular entertainment.
Lotteries provide a very secure, well-run form of entertainment for the large majority of the population that enjoys playing. They also provide much-needed funding for many good
causes, such as education, the environment, veterans, local
municipalities, old-age programs and scholarships. Lotteries
raised almost $20 billion for good causes in North America
last year; we are very proud of the contributions we make
every day.

yes no

no
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area residents and interstate travelers.
Maryland Live! debuted on June 6 at
the Arundel Mills mall, about 15 miles
southwest of Baltimore, with about
3,200 slots and other electronic games
ready for an anticipated capacity
crowd of 12,000. Plans call for 4,750
machines in all when completed. The
casino is believed to be the first to be
placed at an existing mall outside Nevada, but plans are either in the works
or on the drawing boards for more
gaming establishments to be placed in
urban centers — making them more
convenient to walk-in instead of driveto customers. 44

Looking Online
awmakers in California and New
Jersey are moving ahead with proposals to legalize Internet gambling in
their states even as bills to allow online gaming are failing to advance in
other states. 45
Meanwhile, family-values advocacy
groups are urging Congress to enact a
federal ban on Internet gambling. A ban
would effectively nullify the Justice Department’s late-2011 legal opinion clearing the way for states to allow online
wagering on an intrastate basis. 46
So far, Nevada is the only state
with legal rules on the books to allow
Internet gaming. The Nevada Gaming Commission approved regulations
for online poker on Dec. 22, 2011,
coincidentally one day before the Justice Department opinion was publicly
announced. Nevada had had a law
on the books for years to allow Internet gambling, but had been marking time because of legal doubts and
because of opposition from some
major gambling companies. Online
sites in Nevada may be up and running by the end of 2012. 47
Both New Jersey and the District of
Columbia had moved earlier in 2011
toward permitting online poker, but the
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moves were thwarted. In New Jersey,
Republican Gov. Chris Christie vetoed
a bill on March 3 that would have legalized online gambling in the state.
Along with criticizing some specifics,
Christie contended that a referendum
would be required to go beyond the
terms of the 1976 ballot measure that
allowed casino gambling only in Atlantic City. 48
In Washington, an online gambling
measure was included with little public attention in a budget bill passed
late in 2010. The move provoked sharp
controversy as D.C. officials began
steps to implement it in fall 2011. In
February, the D.C. City Council voted
10-2 to repeal the measure. 49
The online gaming bills in California and New Jersey both have strong
support but also face political crosscurrents. In New Jersey, the issue pits
lawmakers who view online gaming as
a way to bolster Atlantic City’s sagging
casinos against others who want to allow
online gambling at the state’s horse
tracks. In California, the principal bill
would allow tribal casinos, card clubs
and horse tracks to offer online poker
immediately and other games such as
21 later; the state’s Indian gaming association wants to allow online poker
only, in order to protect brick-andmortar casinos, while some tribes oppose the bill altogether.
With an estimated 2 million online
poker players in the state, California
represents a lucrative market for Internet gambling even on an intrastate
basis. State Sen. Roderick Wright, a
coauthor of the legalization measure,
said California is “the leading Internet
gaming market in the world” but is
making “no money” from the games
and has “no [consumer] protections for
our citizens who play.” 50
Wright, a Democrat from Los Angeles County, is cosponsoring the bill
with the Senate’s Democratic leader,
Darrell Steinberg of Sacramento. Both
men are drawing scrutiny because of
campaign contributions from gambling

interests: $170,000 in donations to
Wright since his 2008 campaign and
$1.36 million in the past year to the
Democratic Central Committee, which
helps finance the party’s legislative
candidates in the general election. Steinberg says online gaming will bring in
at least $200 million a year for the severely cash-strapped state government.
The New Jersey legislation gained
approval from the state Assembly’s
gaming committee on May 10 after
having been cleared in early March by
the Senate panel with gambling jurisdiction. Democratic Assemblyman John
Burzichelli, a sponsor, says online
gaming will “rejuvenate our tourist industry” and also increase “employment,
capital investment and much needed
urban redevelopment.” In opposing the
bill, Assemblyman Ralph Caputo, also
a Democrat, criticized limiting online
sites to Atlantic City.
Prospects for the bill are clouded in
part because of questions about the
views of Christie, often mentioned as
a possible running mate for presumptive GOP presidential nominee Mitt
Romney. Christie’s decision to back out
of an address before a state gambling
conference in May prompted speculation that he wanted to skirt what is a
red-flag issue for some social conservatives. Romney has said he opposes
Internet gambling. 51
Among other states, Utah has protected its gambling-free status by
passing preemptive legislation to prohibit online gaming in the state. Republican Gov. Gary Herbert signed
the bill into law in late March after
a 62-10 vote in the state Assembly
and unanimous approval in the
state Senate. The measure includes
a provision that calls for opting out,
if possible, of any federal law that
gives blanket permission for Internet gaming. 52 Elsewhere, Internet
gaming bills have failed in Hawaii
— the nation’s only other gamblingfree state — and in Iowa and Mississippi.

Despite the limited advances so far,
some gambling experts see online gaming as all but inevitable. “If it starts to
go on a state-by-state basis, it will roll
across the country just like lotteries did,”
says Las Vegas attorney Cabot.

OUTLOOK
All About the Money
he Minnesota Vikings wanted the
state to pick up most of the tab
for a new and much needed $1 billion football stadium, but the state had
no readily available revenue source for
its share. So, as part of a protracted
political fight, the state legislature hit
on the same, pain-free solution that
lawmakers in other states have looked
to in recent decades to ease fiscal
woes: gambling.
The deal, cleared by the legislature on May 10, allows the existing
$1 billion charitable games industry
— licensed to help fund nonprofit organizations — to initiate electronic
gaming on so-called pull-tabs games
now played on cardboard. * The hopedfor revenue boost from young, hip
customers is intended to generate
$348 million in additional state taxes
earmarked for the stadium while also
providing more money to fund nonprofit organizations. 53
Minnesota is following the example set by every other state and Indian tribe that has legalized gambling
over the past 81 years. Whatever ap-
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* A pull-tab is a gambling ticket with a set of
images on the front and perforated windows
on the back that conceal images; the player
wins, with an instant payout, if the images on
the back, once disclosed, match those on the
front. An electronic pull-tab adds images and
sound and also eliminates the need to physically remove tabs.
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peal gambling has as entertainment,
government officials view it primarily as a source of revenue. But experts, including industry supporters
and critics, are now warning that it
is becoming harder for states to draw
more money out of Americans’ urge
to gamble.
“Gambling is going to become an
increasingly less important source of
revenue for governments,” says University of Nevada professor Eadington.
“There’s a cap on how much people
are willing to spend on gambling.”
Faced with lagging tax flows from
gambling, states turn — as in Minnesota — to ideas for attracting new
customers or drawing more money
from existing customers, according to
St. Mary’s professor Pierce. The prospect
of a decline “makes states desperate
to do just about anything to maintain
the revenue,” he says.
Anti-gambling advocates view the
states as partners in an unwholesome
alliance with a profitable industry adept
at using its political influence to further its ends with little regard for the
public interest. “The casino interests
spend a ton of money,” says Get Government Out of Gambling blogger
Davies. “There really is no one on the
other side that has the deep pockets
to wage a battle. And the media usually doesn’t do a very good job of
documenting both sides.”
Casino interests contribute heavily
to political campaigns for an industry of its size, according to data compiled by Citizens for Responsive Politics, a campaign finance monitoring
group. Federal campaign contributions
for the 2008 election cycle totaled
$17.7 million, the group says, about
two-thirds to Democrats. For 2012,
contributions are already at $20 million, about evenly divided between
Democrats and Republicans. 54
“These guys are some of the biggest
funders of political campaigns,” says
Stop Predatory Gambling’s Bernal.
“They give money to all sides.”

The critics say it is unwise for the
government to rely on gambling taxes
as an important revenue source. “It’s
a bad way to fund your government,”
says Davies. Bernal goes further. “It’s
immoral for government to prey on
its own citizens,” he says. “Citizens are
not calling up legislators demanding
more places to lose money,” he adds.
Gaming industry chief Fahrenkopf
dismisses the critics as out of step with
the public. “The people who oppose
the gaming industry view it as an illegal industry, as an immoral industry,” he says. “But the majority of people don’t view it that way.”
As for preying on customers,
Fahrenkopf says gamblers do not harbor illusions about the odds. “Most
people know that when they go to a
casino, the odds are in favor of the
casino,” he says. Fahrenkopf insists the
industry does its part to control problem gamblers on the floor and to help
fund research and treatment.
The lottery industry also touts its
efforts on the issue. “The industry and
the individual states are trying to be
responsible, reminding people out there
that this is a game,” says lottery association executive director Gale. The association’s home page features this message: “Remember to Play All Lottery
Games Responsibly.”
The critics are determined to dig
in. “The failed government policy of
predatory gambling will be one of the
biggest issues of this decade,” says
Bernal. Eadington disagrees. “The antigambling movement has lost its punch,”
he says. “The war is almost over.”
Meanwhile, the Mega Millions jackpot started over after the record-busting
payout for the March 30 drawing. Some
lucky winner or winners in California, unidentified so far, are holding
the ticket for the $32 million jackpot
from the May 29 drawing. Drawings
are held Tuesdays and Fridays, every
week, with winning prizes starting at
$2. Overall, chances of winning a prize
are 1 in 40.
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